My memories of NETTC are still fresh and shall remain indelible in my mind.
NETTC has boosted up my confidence, transformed my life and enlightened
my life. In the beginning when I joined NETTC I was quite shy and did not have
confidence in me. NETTC extended me a wonderful environment to groom my
life. I was fortunate to be associated with this unique institution. The
curriculum designed by NETTC was very conducive to overall development.
The Basic English, Peace Education, Environmental Education, Developing My True-self, PSA,
Ruhi, JYSEP, Cooperative Learning Structure etc. are the most befitting education for capacity
building in Teachers.
NETTC’s Extra- curricular activities such as; the Morning Assembly, the Cooperative Games, the
Cooperative Learning Structure, Skits, Picnics, the Field Practice, the Community Development
Program and the Virtue Classes were incredibly amazing for enhancing the latent capacities and
skills. I got ample opportunities to be a part of the cultural activities across different states of
India and other country. I’m grateful to all the teachers and staffs of NETTC for the affection
and care they bestowed on me and enabled me to be the person I’m today. They empowered
me making the journey of my life worthwhile and impressive.
I never forgot the purpose of the Community Development Program which I had learnt in
NETTC. I actively conducted the Junior Youth Spiritual Empowerment Program, Children’s Moral
Classes and Ruhi Institutes classes wherever I lived. At present I have two Junior Youth Groups
and one Study circle.
After the training I served as a Regional Coordinator for BCC in Madhya Pradesh and
Chhatisgarh as well as served as an Auxiliary Board Member for Bhopal Region. After NEDI I was
able to complete Bachelor of Education from DAVV Indore and my Masters degree in Social
Work from MG University. Currently I’m serving as the Administrator of Rabbani Higher
Secondary School, Susera Kothi, MP, and deriving tremendous job satisfaction.
However, initially my parents were not ready to send me to NEDI. After the completion of my
course they realized that the seed was sown in the appropriate soil. Seeing the transformation
in me my family further sent my brother to NETTC who is doing similar services after his NETTC
graduation. Not only I and my brother, my family too encourages the youths of my community
to go for NETTC’s Training.
I would say that NETTC’s training serves much more than just teachers training and shapes the
life of its graduates as promoters of community wellbeing. If I were not a NETTC graduate I
would not have become what I’m today”

